Shacksbury's Core Rotator series is made up of innovative-yet-accessible new ciders to complement our Year Round Core offerings. Each of the three annual offerings in this series will share a UPC, and they are limited to three to four months of selling. Popular flavors may return for another year, or even be promoted to Year Round Core.

While we at Shacksbury are known for our dry ciders, we believe there is a time and place for a sweet treat, and what better excuse than sugaring season in Vermont? Apple, maple, Madagascar vanilla, and subtle oak make for a mouth-watering adult dessert that is balanced and decadent without being cloying.

SUMMER calls for something cold and tart that goes down easy. Blackberry Lime is a crowd-pleasing banger that marries apple and berry with a hint of lime and smoked sea salt. Throw a straw in the can or, dare we say it, pour over ice.

The descent into Vermont winter requires mental and physical fortification. Sweater Weather is a super-cozy 8.5% ABV and sports warming spices, brandy, and baked apple aromas. Ideally suited to fall walks, après ski, or quiet contemplation by the fire.